
BWT Luxury Water
®
  

Affordable Luxury - Gentle for you, your family and your home   

The UK’S Best Kept Secret 



BWT Luxury Water
®
  

Up to 90% of UK households recognise the effects of 

hard water. 

 Kitchen surfaces, tiles and taps become scaly, dull and spotted with limescale 

 Scale in your kettle and on taps and showers 

 Removing limescale takes Time, Chemicals and Scrubbing  

 Potential scale damage to your central heating boiler and appliances 

BWT Luxury Water
®
 solves all of these issues together with a wealth of additional 

benefits to you, your family and your home.  

Affordable Luxury  - Gentle for you, your family and your home   



BWT Luxury Water
®
  

 Affordable Luxury  - Gentle for you, your family and your home 

Bathroom Bliss 

Luxury Water
® 

is gentle on your complexion, skin 

and hair - and kind to your bathroom too. 

Less shampoo, soaps 
and conditioners  

Use up to 50% 



BWT Luxury Water
®
  

Affordable Luxury  - Gentle for you, your family and your home   

Gentle, fluffy, cuddlier towels and softer, brighter clothes.  

Savings on detergents 
and conditioners  

Up to 50% 



BWT Luxury Water
®
  

Affordable Luxury  - Gentle for you, your family and your home   

Keep your home sparkling with less effort and get more 

time to yourself.  

Savings on specialist 
limescale removers   

 up to 100% 



BWT Luxury Water
®
  

Affordable Luxury  - Gentle for you, your family and your home   

Protecting your home - You will be amazed at the difference 

Luxury Water
®
 can make to you and your pocket.  

More efficient central 
heating boilers* 

 up to 25% 

* Central heating boilers become less efficient over time as scale builds up 

No scale means 
appliances can last 

longer too  



BWT Luxury Water
®
  

Affordable Luxury  - Gentle for you, your family and your home   

 The UK’s Best Kept Secret   

Affordable Luxury - That’s gentle for you, your family and 

your home.   

Europe’s No.1 in water 
technology  

* Central heating boilers become less efficient over time as scale builds up 

Why Choose Me and BWT  

 I have been trained by BWT on this product range 

 I am a Best Water Professional and have direct access to 

BWT 

 In most circumstances a BWT Luxury Water® softener  

can pay for itself in as little as 3 years  

 The units are easy to install, set up and live with 

 All of the models I fit come with a BWT 5 years parts and 

a 2 year @home labour warranty 

 BWT offer a FREE @home commissioning service to 

ensure your Luxury Water Softener  is working effectively 

and efficiently  



BWT Luxury Water
®
  

Affordable Luxury  - Gentle for you, your family and your home   

Europe’s No.1 in water 
technology  

 

Q How long does it take to install  BWT Luxury Water® softener ? 

A Typically about half a day depending on the local conditions.  

  

Q Are they expensive to run? 

A 
No, not at all. They typically use just a few pence of electricity a day and then they need to be 

occasionally topped up with salt. 

  

Q How much salt  will I use? 

A 
Variable, dependant of water hardness but with its unique proportional brining system it optimises 

both water and salt usage but on average  a bag of salt will last about 5/6 weeks. 

  

Q Can I drink the water?  

A 

You can but I would suggest I fit a BWT filtered drinking water kit at the same time as I install your 

new softener, providing you with fresh tasting water straight from the tap. Whilst softened water is 

safe to drink for most people it isn’t suitable for babies and people on a sodium controlled diet.  

  

Q What is the FREE commissioning? 

A 
Once I have installed your water softener, BWT will send out a commissioning engineer who will 

check it is set and working at the optimal level for you and your home; this service is free.   

  

Q What is the warranty period 

A 5 Year parts and 2 years @home labour for complete peace of mind.   


